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ABSTRACT. - This paper deals with the spectrum of a linear, weighted eigenvalue problem 
associated with a singular, second order, elliptic operator in a bounded domain, with Dirichlet 
boundary data. In particular, we analyze the existence and uniqueness of principal eigenvalues. 
As an application, we extend the usual concepts of linearization and Frechet derivability, and the 
method of sub and supersolutions to some semilinear, singular elliptic problems. 
RESUME. - On étudie le spectre d'un probléme á valeurs propres avec poids associé avec 
un opérateur elliptique singulier d'ordre deux sur un domaine borne avec condition au bord de 
Dirichlet. En particulier, on considere l'existence et l'unicité des valeurs propres principales. On 
donne comme application des extensions des notions de linéarisation et différentielle de Fréchet 
et de la méthode de sous et sursolutions á quelques problémes elliptiques semilinéaires singuliers. 
1. Introduction 
The standard implicit function theorem [21,15,12] and some extensions such as the 
Lyapunov-Schmidt method [15,12] are powerful tools for the analysis of nonlinear 
problems. When applicable they provide the complete solution set in a neighborhood of 
a given solution. That information sometimes leads to global existence and uniqueness 
results via continuation techniques. Degree theory [40,12,43], on the other hand, directly 
provides global (but less precise) existence results that can be made more and more 
precise when particular solutions are known and their index is well denned. Sub 
and supersolutions methods [41,3,43,37] yield more precise existence results if more 
information is available. But both the application of the implicit function theorem 
and the effective calculation of the index rely on the linearization of the nonlinear 
problem around a particular solution, which is nontrivial when the coefncients are not 
sufnciently smooth or the nonlinearities are singular. Linearization is also convenient to 
systematically construct sequences of sub and supersolutions and is quite useful in the 
analysis of stability properties. The main object of this paper is to provide the appropriate 
ingredients to directly extend these tools to the analysis of the positive solutions of some 
second-order, elliptic problems that exhibit a singularity near the boundary. Although our 
results apply to more general problems ( / depending also on a parameter, C replaced by 
a more general nonlinear, elliptic operator), for the sake of clarity we shall derive them 
for the semilinear problem 
Cu 
on dQ.. 
d¿u 
3X; dx; 
du 
+ ^2bi(x)— = f(x,u) inft, 
¡ = i dX; 
(1.1) 
u = 0 n 9 ^ . (1.2) 
under the following assumptions, which holdfor some a such that — 1 < a < 1: 
(H.l) Q. c W is a bounded domain, with a C3'y boundary, for some y > 0 if n > 1. 
Note that the distance firom x e £1 to 3Í2, d(x), defines a function d e C2>Y(Ú{), 
with 0.x = {x e Q.: d(x) < p\} for some p\ > 0. 
(H.2) The second order part of the operator —C is uniformly, strongly elliptic in 
Q. Also, for all i,j,k = 1, 
, n, a¡ e C\Q) n C(Q), b¡ e C\Q), 
and there is a constant K such that \da.ij/dxk\ + |¿¡ | < K[\ + d(x)a] and 
\d2a¡j/dx¡dxj\ + \db¡/dxj\ < Kd(x)a~l for all x e Q.. As a consequence, 
the functions a¡j, x —¡- d(x)daij(x)/dxk and x -+ d{x)bi{x) are in C0'S(Ú) 
whenever 0 < S < min{a + 1, y}. 
(H.3) There is an integer m > 0 such that f, 3 ; f/du1, 3 ; f/du^~ldxk e C(í2x]0, oo[) 
for all k = 1 , . . . ,n and all j = 1 , . . . ,m + 1. And if u:Q. —¡- R is such that 
0 < k\d(x) < u{x) < k2d(x) for all x e Q. and some constants k\ and k2, then 
\f(x,u(x))\ < K0[l +d(x)a] and \QJ f(x,u(x))/duJ\ + £ £ = 1 | 9 J 7 ( J C , K(JC))/ 
duj~ldxk\ < Kjd(x)a~j for all x e Q., all k = 1 , . . . , n and all j = 1 , . . . , m + 1, 
where K¡ (can depend on k\ and k2 but) is independent ofu. 
For convenience we are allowing (in (H.2)) the coefncients b{ to exhibit an appropriate 
singularity at the boundary. Also, we are requiring the coefncients of the operator C to 
be such that the adjoint operator £*, denned as 
Í * « - E ¿ U £ ) - E ¿ dx; dx¡ *-££> (1.3) 
is such that the equation C*u = f(x, u) also satisfies (H.2)-(H.3); C* is the formal 
adjoint of C with respect to the inner product of L2(£l). Also, since all sums apply to the 
valúes 1, .. .,n ofthe involved indexes, the limits 1 and n are omitted hereafter in the 
symbol S. Note that assumption (H.3) is satisfied by the usual power-law nonlinearities, 
f(x, u) = g(x)uai, whenever a\ > —1 and g e C 1 ^ ) ; or, more generally, when g e 
CX(Í2) and \g{x)\ < Kd{x)ai, for some K > 0 and some a2 such that |ai +«2! < 1-
Singular elliptic problems of this type were considered, among many others, by Laetsch 
[33], Cohén and Laetsch [14], Crandall, Rabinowitz and Tartar [18], Brezis and Oswald 
[11] and Bandle, Pozio and Tesei [6] in bounded domains, and by Spruck [44], 
Schatzman [42] and Brezis and Kamin [10] in R". As a by-product of the results in 
the paper, in Section 4.1 we shall extend the existence (of strictly positive, classical 
solutions, in C2(Í2) n C¿(¿2)) result in [18] to nonlinearities of indefinite sign, which 
are of interest in, e.g., population dynamics [25,26,36]. Note that if the nonlinearity / 
is singular at u = 0 and is negative for u > 0 and x e £1' ^ 0, then the nonnegative 
solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) can exhibit^ree boundaries between a región Ú" C £2' where 
u = 0 ('dead core') and the support of u [20]; these solutions will be excluded from the 
analysis below, where only (strictly) positive solutions will be considered. In Section 4.1 
we shall use the method of sub and supersolutions, as in [6], where quite weak, not 
necessarily (strictly) positive solutions were obtained. 
The linearization of (1.1)—(1.2) around a given positive solution u leads us to consider 
the linear eigenvalue problem 
CU -M{x)U = XU infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (1.4) 
where C is as in (1.1) and M{x) = fu{x,u{x)). Thus the natural assumption on the 
coefncient M is 
(H.3') M e C\Q.) and, for all k = 1, . . . , « , d{x)2~a\dM{x)/dxk\ is bounded in Q. 
As a consequence, the function x —¡- d(x)2M(x) is in C°'S(Q.) whenever 0 < S < 
min{a + 1, y}, and d{x)l~aM{x) is bounded in £1 
Note that we are not requiring M to have a constant sign near 3Í2. In fact, as we 
shall see in Section 2 (see Lemma 2.1), that sign can be controlled upon a change of 
variable that affects both the coefncients ¿¡ and the coefncient M itself, with the new 
coefncients still satisfying (H.2) and (H.3'). This result is of independent interest and 
appears as surprising at first sight because the sign of M near 3Í2 plays an important role 
when applying máximum principies. Similar singular eigenvalue problems in divergence 
form were considered in [8], where generalized Hardy-Sobolev inequalities [13] (see 
Remark 2.4 below) were used to prove that the eigenfunctions are in C2(Í2) n HQ(£1). 
Here we shall prove that the eigenfunctions are also in CQ'S(Q.) for all S such that 
0 < S < min{a + 1, yj.Astronger C1 (Ú)-regularity {also for the solutions o/(l.l)-(1.2) 
and of some related linear problems) is necessary in order to apply a straightforward 
generalization (Appendix B) ofthe Hopfboundary lemma [38]. This and our assumption 
that a > — 1 in (H.3)-(H.3;) will prevent us from using Lp theory [2], Hardy-Sobolev 
inequalities and imbedding theorems [1], which provide Cl(Ú)-solutions only if a > 
— \/n (see Remark 2.3). Instead, we shall use the {integral) reformulation ofthe various 
problems through the Green function of the linear problem Cu = f in Q., u = 0 on 
dQ, and work in C\{Q) (or in C0' (Ú) when convenient) but, for the sake of clarity, 
these problems will be written in differential form in the statements ofmost results. Note 
that the requirement a > — 1 in assumptions (H.2)-(H.3), (H.3') and (H.4) is somewhat 
optimal when seeking C1(^)-regularity, as the simplest counterexamples [8] readily 
show. 
In fact, in Section 2 we shall consider a slightly more general linear eigenvalue 
problem, namely 
CU -M{x)U =XN{x)U infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (1.5) 
where C and M are as above and 
(H.4) N is strictly positive in Q., and satisfies assumption (H.3'). 
That extensión is made because it leads to no additional price in the analysis and is 
of interest in the linear stability analysis of the strictly positive steady states of some 
singular parabolic problems, such as 
(P/\P\)duf>/dt + Cu = f(x, u) infi, w = 0 ondQ., (1.6) 
with C and / as above and 0 < \f}\ < 1. That equation includes the so-called porous 
media equation ([5] and references given there in) as a particular case if 0 < ¡3 < 1, as 
seen when rewriting it in terms of the new variable v = vft. The extensión is also useful 
in the analysis of the more standard case /3 = 1, see Theorem 4.7 below. But in fact we 
shall also get some results on the existence of principal eigenvalues of (1.5) when N 
vanishes in a part of £1, or changes sign in £1 That extensión do involve an additional 
price, but it is convenient in some applications (e.g., in the analysis of (1.1)—(1.2), with 
f(x, u) = N{x)ua and N of indefinite sign, as a / 1). 
For convenience we shall also consider the adjoint linearized problem 
C*V-M{x)V = XN{x)V infl, V = 0 o n 9 ^ , (1.7) 
where C* is as defined in (1.3), and prove that it has the same spectrum as (1.5). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the linear eigenvalue 
problem (1.5), which is first analyzed in the simplest case N > 0 (Theorem 2.6). 
For convenience we also characterize the principal eigenvalue (1.5) in terms of a 
min-max property (Proposition 2.8), first introduced by Donsker and Varadhan [22] 
to characterize the principal eigenvalue of second-order elliptic operators in general 
form in bounded, smooth domains, and extended (essentially as a definition) by 
Berestycki, Nirenberg and Varadhan [7] to general bounded domains. Also, we analyze 
the existence and uniqueness of the principal eigenvalue of (1.5) when N changes 
sign in Q. (Theorem 2.12) and when N ^ 0 vanishes in a part of Q. (Theorem 2.10 
and Remark 2.11), to extend a well-known result subsequently proven by Manes 
and Micheletti [35] for self-adjoint operators and by Hess and Kato [29] for general 
operators, and some recent results by López-Gómez [34] respectively. In Section 3 we 
first re-write (1.1)—(1.2) in integral form, via a Green operator, and then consider the 
Fréchet differentiability of the resulting problem with respect to u (Theorem 3.1) and 
with respect to a parameter, under appropriate, additional regularity assumptions on 
the dependence of / on the parameter (Corollary 3.2). Finally, several applications are 
given in Section 4 that deal with the construction of solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) as limits of 
sequences of sub and/or supersolutions (Section 4.1), with the stability of the solutions 
of (1.1)—(1.2) as steady states of the associated parabolic problem (Section 4.2), and with 
bifurcation problems when / is allowed to depend also on a parameter (Section 4.3). 
2. The spectrum of the linear eigenvalue problem 
The object of this section is to analyze the spectrum of the linear eigenvalue problem 
(1.5). But before proceeding with the main results we show that the sign of the coemcient 
M near 3Í2 can be controlled through a change of variable. 
LEMMA 2.1. - Under the assumptions (H.1)-(H.2) and (H.3'), there are two func-
tions ^ e C2'S(Ú) for all S such that 0 < S < S0 = min{y, a + 1}, such that 
<p±>0 inÜ, (2.1) 
,2(^) n c¡'\ü) 
functions U± = ^U are in X and 
and ifUeX = C2 Q.)  C0' (£2), with 0 < S < So, is a solution of (1.5), then the 
+ + ^ d2U± ^ , dU± 
= M±{x)U± + XN{x)U±, inQ, (2.2) 
U± = 0, dU±/dv = dU/dv ondQ, (2.3) 
where v is the outward unit normal, the coefficients bf and M± satisfy assumptions 
(H.2) and (H.3'), and 
± M ± > 0 in a neighborhood ofdQ. (2.4) 
Proof. -Let d(x) = d(x\, ...,x„) be the distance firom x to dQ. and let i/^  e 
C3(]0, oo [) n C°([0, oo [) be a real function such that 
á^ (? / )^Oi f í / ^0 , áiA(í7) = í 7 á + 1 i f 0 ^ í 7 ^ £ < P i , ^(i/) = 0ifí />/0i, (2.5) 
where <S 7^  O is such that — 1 < S < a, with a and p\ as in assumptions (H. 1), (H.2) and 
(H.3'). The strictly positive constant s will be selected below. 
Now we define the functions ^ as ^±(x) = exp[=pi/''(d(x))]. If U e X is a solution 
of (1.5) then t/1*1 = ^ t / is such that U± e X and satisfies (2.2) with 
i f = fc¡T2f,(á(i))^fll7-, 
óXj 
OX; 
dd dd , , . .? „/ xx 3 2 ^ 
But, according to (2.5), 
±M±d(x)1~s^O iíO<d(x)<e 
provided that 
7 Q J 
±M(x)d(x)l-ad(xy-s - d(x) ] T -± — 
^ ^ Ó dX; 
•s-^ /r s,n 3J 3J d2d \ 
*-^ V 3*¿ 3*; 3*¿ 3*; / 
which holds if 0 < d(x) < s and s is sufficiently small, because \M{x)\d{x)l~a is 
bounded in Q. and the matrix (a¡;) is positive definite in Í2, according to assumptions 
(H.2) and (H.3'). Note that s is chosen independently of U. Also bf and M± satisfy 
assumptions (H.2) and (H.3') respectively and, according to (2.5), U± satisfies (2.3). 
Thus the proof is complete. D 
Remark 2.2. - The result above implies that the point spectrum of (2.2), with Dirichlet 
boundary data 
C/± = 0 o n 3 ^ , (2.6) 
is the same as that of (1.5), provided that the eigenfunctions are in C2(Í2) n C\ (Ú) (and 
this is a natural assumption, as we shall see below). Still, (2.1) and (2.3) imply that 
U = 0 (resp., U > 0) if and only if í /± = 0 (resp., í /± > 0), in Q; 
dU/dv = 0 (resp., dU/dv < 0) if and only if dU±/dv = 0 
(resp., 3 í / ± / 3 v < 0 ) o n 3 ^ . 
The first property implies that X is a principal eigenvalue of (1.5) if and only if it is a 
principal eigenvalue of (2.2), (2.6). The second property will be quite useful below to 
apply a Hopf boundary lemma. 
In order to analyze the eigenvalue problem (1.5), we first consider the Green operator 
of the problem 
Cu = M{x)v inf2, w = 0 on3£3, (2.7) 
denned as u = Gi(v), with v e C Q 1 ^ ) . Since the analysis of this problem is somewhat 
apart from the remaining part of the paper, it is relegated to Appendix A at the end of 
the paper, and the result is just stated here; but see Remark 2.4 below. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. - Let Q, C and M satisfy assumptions (H. 1)-(H.2) and (H.3'). If 
v e CQ (Ú) then (2.7) has a unique solution u e C2(Q) n C1'8^) for all S such that 
0 < S < So = min{y, a + 1}. And there is a constant K, which (can depend on S but) is 
independent ofv, such that 
IMIci.«(a)<*Nlco.i(a)- (2-8) 
Proof. - See Appendix A. D 
Remark 2.4. -If a > —\/n then we can use Lp estimates to show that, under the 
assumptions in Proposition 2.3, (2.7) possesses a unique solution u e W2(Q.), for all 
p > n such that 1 +c¿p > 0, and that \\u\\W2^Q) ^ Á"||i;||co,i(¿2), with K independent ofv. 
This result is readily obtained by first replacing (2.7) by 
K + G 0 ( $ > 9 K / 9 * / ) =G0(M(X)V), (2.9) 
where G0 :Lp(£l) -> W2(Q.) isthe Greenoperator oftheproblem — ^aijd2u/dxidxj = 
/ i n í2 ,w = Oon9í2, and then taking into account that 
Y^^du/dx, < Ki \\u\\c0,im, | |M(*)v||MQ) < ^2l|u|lco.i(a) (2.10) 
Lp{í¿) 
with Ki and K2 independent of u and v respectively. The first estímate readily follows 
from assumption (H.2). The second estímate follows firom (H.2) and the inequality 
\v(x)\^d(x)\\v\\c0,i{ú) f o r a l l x e ^ , (2.11) 
which holds whenever v e CQ^ÍÚ), as readily obtained when applying the mean valué 
theorem between x and that point of 3Í2 where the distance d{x) is reached; the 
second estímate (2.10) can also be obtained via Hardy-Sobolev inequalities [13], but 
this requires that a ^ 0 if p > n. Now, when using (2.10), the continuity of G0, the 
factthat Wp(£l) is compactly imbedded into C 0 1 (^) , standard máximum principies and 
standard Riesz theory on compact, linear operators, the result readily follows. Thus if 
a > — \/n we can proceed with Lp theory and imbedding theorems to obtain the results 
below in a simpler way, which unfortunately is not appropriate to obtain C^-regularity 
up to the boundary if — 1 < a ^ — 1/ra. 
The main ingredient to analyze the spectrum of (1.5) when N > 0 in Q. is in the 
following 
PROPOSITION 2.5. - Under the assumptions (H. 1)-(H.2), (H.3') and (H.4), there is a 
constant k0 such that ifk > k0 and v e C0' (Ú) then the problem 
Cu-M{x)u+kN{x)u = N{x)v inSl, u = 0 ondQ. (2.12) 
has a unique solution u e C2(Q.) n Cl's(Ú) for all S e]0, á0[, where <S0 = min{y, a + 1}, 
and 
INIcM(¿2) ^IMIc°.l(¿2)> (2-13) 
where K {can depend on k and S but) is independent ofv. If, in addition, v ^ 0 in Q. and 
v is not identically zero, then du/dv < 0 on dQ.. 
Proof - We first select k0 to ensure uniqueness. To this end we rewrite (2.12) as 
C~u~-M~{x)u~+kN{x)u~ = N{x)(p~v infi, u~ = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.14) 
where C~, M~ and cp~ > 0 are as is Lemma 2.1 and u~ = cp~u. Since M~ < 0 in a 
neighborhood Q,1 of 3 ^ and N > 0 in Q, k0 = sup{M~(x)/N(x): x e Q, \ Q,1} is well 
defined, and kN — M~ > 0 in Q. whenever k > k0. Then a standard máximum principie 
applied to (2.14) ensures uniqueness for that problem, and henee uniqueness for (2.12), 
if k > k0. Still, the strong máximum principie in Appendix B implies that du~/dv < 0 
if v ^ 0 and v is not identically zero. And since du/dv = du~/dv on dQ. (see (2.3)) 
the last statement in Proposition 2.5 also follows if k > k0. Thus only the existence part 
remains to be proved. 
After selecting k0, we take k> k0,S e ]0, S0[ and rewrite (2.12) as 
H(u) = u-G1(u)+kG2(u) = G2(v) (2.15) 
where Gi, G2: C Q ' 1 ^ ) -> C¿'á(S3) are then the Green operators (u = Gi(t>) and u = 
G2(v)) of the problems (2.7) and £w = N{x)v in Í2, w = 0 on 3Í2, respectively; 
note that Gi and G2 are bounded, according to Proposition 2.3. Since the imbedding 
/: CQS(Q,) -> CQ'J(¿2) is compact, H = H o / is a compact perturbation of the identity 
in C¿'á(^), and since k > k0, H is injective. Thus the standard Riesz theory [21] on 
compact operators applies and H is readily seen to be a linear homeomorphism. Then if 
v e CQ^ÍÚ), W = G2(v) e CQS(Q.) and (2.15) has a unique solution u e C1,á(S3) such 
that II 
^llc1'3^) ^ -^ "'IIG^ 2C^ ) IIC'^ CQ) ^ K||v\\c<¡,i(QJ and the estímate (2.13) follows. Also, 
as in Proposition 2.3, u e C2(Í2), and the proof is complete. D 
Now we are in a position to analyze the linear eigenvalue problem (1.5). This problem 
was considered by Bertsch and Rostamian [8] for operators in divergence form (see also 
[28] for an extensión to operators in general form) via Hardy-Sobolev inequalities, see 
Remark 2.4 above. As for the regularity of the eigenfunctions, in [8] it was shown that 
they are in C2(Í2) n HQ(£1) if M and N satisfy assumption (H.3') above with a > — 1, 
and in C2(Í2) n C¿(¿2) if a > 0. But the corresponding spectrum coincides with that 
obtained when the eigenfunctions are required to be in C2(Í2) n Cl(Ú), as shown in 
the following theorem, which also provides a fairly complete characterization of the 
spectrum for operators in general form. 
THEOREM 2.6. - Under the assumptions (H. 1)-(H.2), (H.3') and (H.4), the spectrum 
ofthe linear eigenvalue problem (1.5), with U e C2(Q.) n C 0 ' 1 ^) , is such that 
(i) It consists (at most) of a countable set of eigenvalue s which are isolated, and the 
eigenfunctions are in Cl,s(Ú) for all S such that 0 < S < S0 = min{y, a + 1}. 
(ii) It contains a unique principal eigenvalue (i. e., a real eigenvalue with an associated 
eigenfunction in the interior ofthe positive cone ofC^Q.), namely, such that U > 0 in 
Q. and dU/dv < 0 on dQ.), which is simple. 
(iii) The (not necessarily real) eigenvalues of (1.5) are such that 
Rek>ki ifX^Xi, and Re A ^ c2 + ci|ImA,|, (2.16) 
where Xi is the principal eigenvalue of (1.5) and the real constants c\ > 0 and c2 are 
independent ofX. 
(iv) It does not change when the eigenfunctions are only required to be in C2(Q.) n 
HQ(Q), and coincides with the spectrum ofthe formal adjoint problem (1.7). 
Proof. - We subsequently prove the statements (i), (ii) and (iii). Since the operator C 
is not necessarily selfadjoint, its spectrum is not necessarily real, and we must work with 
the complexifications of C and the various function spaces; this trivial extensión will be 
automatically made below. 
(i) If k0 is as in Proposition 2.5, k > k0 and 0 < S < S0, then the problem (2.12) 
defines a Green operator u = G(v), with G: Co'J(¿2) —>- CQ'S(Q.) bounded. And if / is 
the compact imbedding of CQS(Q.) into C Q ' 1 ^ ) , then G = Goi : CQS(Q.) —>- CQS(Q.) is 
compact. This completes the proof of the second statement in part (i). And the first 
statement follows by the standard spectral theory for compact operators [21], when 
taking into account that the eigenvalues of (1.5) and G, ¡x, are related by 
IJL=l/{X + k). (2.17) 
(ii) Let G be the compact operator defined above. According to Proposition 2.5, G 
maps the positive cone of CQ'S(Q.) into its interior, and the Krein-Rutman theorem [3, 
19] readily implies that G has aunique principal eigenvalue /¿i, which is simple, strictly 
positive and such that any other eigenvalue of G satisnes |/x| < /¿i. And taking into 
account the relation (2.17) between the spectra of G and (2.4), the statement (ii) readily 
follows, with Xi = l//xi — k (for any k > k0). Note that, in addition, any other eigenvalue 
A of (1.5) satisnes [\ReX + k\2 + \lmX\2]1/2 = \X + k\ = l/\/x\ > 1/m = |A.i+ifc|, and 
since that inequality holds for all k > k0, we readily obtain 
ReX^Xx. (2.18) 
(iii) In order to obtain the first inequality in (2.16) we assume for contradiction that 
there is an eigenvalue of (1.5), X ^  Xi, such that ReX ^ Xi or, according to (2.18), 
Xj^Xi, Re X = X\. 
If, in addition, we rewrite the problem (1.5) as in Lemma 2.1, then the problems 
£-[/f-M_(jc)[/f=A.iJV(jc)[/f infl, t/f = 0 o n 9 ^ , 
£ " [ / - -M~{x)U- =XN{x)U~ infl, U~ = 0 o n 9 ^ , 
possess nontrivial solutions, where C~ and M~ are as in Lemma 2.1. Also, í/f can be 
chosen to be real and such that 
t / f > 0 infl, 3C/f/3v<0 o n 9 ^ , (2.19) 
because X\ is a principal eigenvalue. Now, for each ¡3 e R, we define 
^ ( x , í) = í/~exp[—(A + ¿)í] +c.c. — y8£/fexp[—(A,i +¿) í ] , 
where ce. stands for the complex conjúgate. This function is readily seen to satisfy 
N{x)dup/dt + C~up -M~{x)up +kN{x)up = 0 infi, M = 0 on 9^ (2.20) 
for all t e R . If we choose the real constant k such that k > k0, where k0 is as selected in 
the proof of Proposition 2.5, right after (2.14), then 
-Af-(x)+kN(x)>0 for all xeQ. (2.21) 
In addition, the constant ¡3, given by 
y6 = inf{y6 e R: M^CX, Í) < 0 for all x e ft and all í e R} 
is well-defined (see (2.19) and take into account that Ur , Reí/ and Imí/ are in 
C\{Ú), and that M^exp[(Ai + k)t] is periodic in t), and such that (a) Uj¡{x, t) ^ 0 for 
all x e Q. and all í e R , and (b) either uz = 0 at some (x0, to) eQ. x R, or duz/dv = 0 
at some (x0, ío) e 3Í2 x R. Then we only need to take into account that u^ also satisfies 
(2.20) for all t e K , with M~ and kN satisfying (2.21), and apply the strong máximum 
principie for parabolic problems with locally bounded coefficients in Appendix B, to get 
the required contradiction. Thus the first inequality in (2.16) has been obtained. 
In order to get the second inequality in (2.16), we multiply (1.5) by Ü (= the complex 
conjúgate of U), intégrate in Í2, intégrate by parts and take the real and imaginary parts 
of the resulting equation, to obtain 
2(ReA) í N\U\2dx+2 íM\U\2dx 
^Ey^^+Ey^+E^ 
£2 £2 
-dU dU\ 
U + U }dx, (2.22) dx; dx; 
da¡ 
dx¡ E/ h + Eír *£-"£: *• 
dU dU 
dx{ dxj (2.23) 2(ImA.) / N\U\
¿dx 
Now, since the operator — C is uniformly, strongly elliptic in Í2, there is a constant k0 > 0 
(independent of U) such that 
^ f dU dU f
 9 
^ . i a'jnx~dx~dx^k°.iIvc/| x~ 
(2.24) 
Also, since U = 0 on 3Í2, we can use the standard Hardy-Sobolev inequality [13] to 
obtain 
í \U{x)\2d{x)-2dx < c0 í \VU\2dx, (2.25) 
where the constant c0 is independent of U and d{x) is the distance from x to 3Í2, as 
above. But, according to assumptions (H. 1)-(H.2), (H.3') and (H.4), there is a subdomain 
Q.2 C £2 (3Í22 C £2) and two constants, &i and k2, such that 
2 
|M(x)|J(x) /<¿o/(4c0), 
ifx e Í2 \Í22 , 
53(b¡ + ]T3a ! ; /3x ; ¿(x)2 < ¿02/(16c0) 
\M{x)\/N{x) < ku J2(bi + J2daij/dxj) /# (*) < *2, if JC e Q2-
From these inequalities and (2.25) we subsequently obtain 
M\U\2dx < [*o/(4c0)] \U\2d(Xy2dx + kl I N\U\2dx 
<(*o/4) ( \VU\2dx + kx íN\U\2dx, (2.26) 
and, by a similar argument and Hólder inequality, 
/•/ dau\ f -dU dÜ\ 
, , „ _._ „ , dx 
dx¡ ) y 3^i 3^i / 
Q 
<(*o/2) f \VU\2dx + (8/k0) (k2/\6) ( \VU\2dx+k2 (N\U\2dx 
Q £2 £2 
= ¿0 í \VU\2dx + (M2/k0) íN\U\2dx. (2.27) 
When using (2.24) and (2.26)-(2.27) in (2.22)-(2.23) we obtain 
(ReA.) í N\U\2dx>(3k0/4) ¡ \VU\2dx - {kx+4k2/kQ) íN\U\2dx, (2.28) 
£2 £2 £2 
(ImA.) íN\U\2dx<(k0/2) í \WU\2dx + (4k2/k0) íN\U\2dx, 
£2 £2 £2 
and the second estímate in (2.16) readily follows. 
(iv) Since Proposition 2.5 applies also to the adjoint eigenvalue problem (1.7), we can 
choose a constant k > 0 sufficiently large such that, for each V e C0' (¿2), the problems 
CU-M{x)U+ kN{x)U = N{x)V infl, [ /= 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.29) 
C*U - M{x)U +kN{x)U = N{x)V infl, [ /= 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.30) 
possess a unique solution. Since these two problems are formally adjoint of each other, 
their Green operators, are readily seen to be adjoint of each other in the pre-Hilbert 
space, X = (Cl(Ú), (-, •>), where the inner product (•, •> is defined as 
(UUU2) = I N(x)Ul(x)U2(x)dx. (2.31) 
Now, let G and G* be the Green operators of (2.29) and (2.30). If we multiply (2.29) 
by U, intégrate in Í2, apply integration by parts and proceed as in the proof of part (iii) 
above, we obtain 
(3*b/2) í \VU\2dx + {2k-l-2kx -8k2/k0) ÍN\U\2dx< ÍN\V\2dx, (2.32) 
Q £2 £2 
where the constants k0, k\ and k2 are as in (2.28). If we choose k such that k ^ 
1/2 + ki + 4k2/k0, then this inequality shows that 
\\G(V)\\2HHa)^K\\V\\2x, 
with the constant K independent of V; and since, according to Hardy-Sobolev 
inequalities [13] and (compact) imbedding theorems [1], the imbedding of HQ(£1) into 
the completion of X is compact, the Green operator G is compact in HQ(£1), and its 
continuous extensión is compact in the completion of X. Similarly, the adjoint operator 
G* is compact in X. Then we only need to apply [21, §11.4.2, §11.5.5] and take into 
account that if ¡x is in the spectrum of G then jl is also in the spectrum (because G is 
real) to obtain that the spectra of G in HQ(£1) and in C¿(S3) coincide with the spectrum 
of the continuous extensión of G to the completion of X, and with that of G*. And 
we only need to take into account that the eigenvalues of (1.5) and (1.7) are obtained 
firom the eigenvalues ¡xoíG and G*, respectively, by means of (2.17) to obtain the two 
statements in property (iv). Thus the proof of the theorem is complete. D 
Note that, according to Theorem 2.6, the spectrum of the linear eigenvalue problem 
(1.5) exhibits similar properties as the spectra of related regular (i.e., with smooth 
coefncients in Ú) second-order elliptic problems, except for the last estímate in statement 
(iii), which is asymptotically (as |A,| -> oo) sharper in the regular case (when Rek ^ 
c\ + c2\ lmk\2, with c2 > 0). 
Now we prove that the min-max characterization of the principal eigenvalue intro-
duced in [22] also applies when the coefncients of C and the function M satisfy (H.2), 
(H.3') and (H.4) (Proposition 2.8 below). The idea of the proof follows that of [7]. The 
following previous characterization is needed. 
LEMMA 2.7. - Under the assumptions (H.l), (H.2), (H.3') and (H.4), the problem 
(1.5) possesses a strictly positive principal eigenvalue if and only if the operator 
C — M(x) satisfies the strong máximum principie, i.e. ifv e C2(Q.) n Cl(Ú) is such that 
v^O, Cv-M(x)v^0 inQ, v^O ondQ, (2.33) 
then v > 0 for all x e Q. and 3t>(x)/3v < 0 (where v is the outward unit normal, as 
above) for all x e dQ. such that t>(x) = 0. 
Proof. - If C — M{x) satisfies a strong máximum principie then the principal 
eigenvalue of (1.5), A4, exists (Theorem 2.6) and is readily seen to be strictly positive. 
In order to prove the converse we assume without loss of generality (Lemma 2.1) that 
M(x) ^ 0 in a neighborhood Q.1 of dQ.. For each function v satisfying (2.33), we 
consider the function 
w = v + s + skUi (2.34) 
where s > 0, U\ > 0 is an eigenfunction of (1.5) associated with the principal eigenvalue 
Xi andk = sup{2\M(x)\/[X1N(x)U1(x)]: xeQXQ1}. Then 
Cw-M{x)w^e[kXlN{x)Ul{x)-M{x)]>0 infl. (2.35) 
Moreover, since v is continuous, for each s > 0 there is a constant y (e) > 0 such that 
w > 0 in Q.s = {x e £1: d{x) < y(e)}; and w > 0 in Q. \ £ls, as readily seen upon 
application of the generalized máximum principie to (2.35) in Q. \ Q.s (note that U\ 
satisfies (2.33), with strict inequalities in Q. \ Q.s). Thus w > 0 in Q. for all s > 0, and by 
letting s —>- 0, we obtain v ^ 0 in £1 Thus, the generalized máximum principie and the 
strong máximum principie in Appendix B yield v > 0 in Q. and 3 i ) (x) /3v<0ifxe3í2 
and v{x) = 0; and the proof is complete. D 
PROPOSITION 2.%.-Under the assumptions (H.l), (H.2), (H.3') and (H.4), the 
principal eigenvalue of (1.5) is given by 
Xl=sup{mf{[£v-M(x)v]/[N(x)v]: xeQ}: veV}, (2.36) 
where V is the set ofthose functions ofC2(Q.) n C¿(£2) such that v > 0 in Q.. 
Proof. - Let X\ be the principal eigenvalue of (1.5) and let U\ > 0 be an associated 
eigenfunction. Then v = U\ e V and satisfies Cv — M(x)v = X\N(x)v ^ XN(x)v in Q. 
whenever X ^  A4. This shows that the set {inf{|Xt> — M(x)v]/[N(x)v]: x e £1}: v e V) 
contains the interval ] — oo, \\\. Thus ((2.36) is well defined and) X\ ^ X\ (^ oo). 
Now we prove that the inequality X\ < Xi cannot be satisfied. Assume for contra-
diction that there is a real number s > 0 and a function v e V such that X\ + s < 
iní{[Cv — M(x)v]/[N(x)v]: x e £2}, and let U\ > 0 be an eigenfunction associated 
with A,i. Let the constant ^3 ^ 0 be defined as f33 = mm{f3i, f32}, where fi\ = sup{/2 e 
R+: v - y6í/i ^ 0 in £2}, y62 = sup{y6 e R+ : d(v -fSU^/dv < 0 on 9£2} and let u> be the 
real function u; = t> — y83 í/i. Then u; ^ 0 in £2 and either u; = 0 at some point of £2 (if 
f33 = /?i) or w = dw/dv = 0 at some point of 9 £2 (if f% = /?2). On the other hand, 
Cw - M(x)w - (Ai - e)N(x)w > eN(x)(v + w) >0 in £2, 
and this is in contradiction with the result in Lemma 2.7. Thus the proof is complete. D 
The following result deals with the dependence of the principal eigenvalue of (1.5) on 
the coefficient of U in the left hand side of (1.5). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. -LetQ, C, M, andN satisfy assumptions (H.1)-(H.2), (H.3') arad 
(H-4), and let Mi be a nonzero function that is non-negative in £2 and satisfies (H.3'). 
For each \i e R, let X = A(fi) be the principal eigenvalue of 
[C-M(x)+fiMl(x)]u=XN(x)u inQ, w = 0 ondQ, (2.37) 
with u e C2(£2) fl Cl(Ú). Then the function A:R —¡- R is analytic, strictly increasing 
and concave. 
Proof. - In order to prove that the function A is analytic in a neighborhood of each 
fio e R, we only need (as in [17]) to apply the implicit function theorem to the system 
G(u, X, ft) = u — GQ(U) + fiG\ (u) — XG2(u) = 0, / u^udx = 1, (2.38) 
where u0 > 0 is an eigenfunction of (2.37) at fi = fio, X = X0 = A(/x0), such that 
¡Q u2, dx = 1, G0 is the Green operator of (2.7) and Gi and G2 are the Green operators of 
the problems obtained from (2.7) when replacing M by Mi and N respectively. Note that 
the first equation in (2.38) is equivalent to (2.37), and that G0, Gi, G2 : C¿ (£2) -> C¿ (£2) 
are linear and continuous (Proposition 2.3); thus G: C¿(£2) x R 2 ^ C¿(£2) is analytic. 
Still, AQ = A'(fio) and WQ = du(fio)/dfi satisfy u'0 — GQ(U0) + fioGi(u'0) — XoG2(u'0) = 
^0^2(^0) — GI(IÍO) (as seen upon differentiation in (2.38)), and this equation is 
equivalent to 
[C-M(x) +/x0Mi(x) -X0N(x)]u'0 = [X'0N(x) -Mi(x)]w0 infi, 
u'0 = 0 o n 9 ^ . (2.39) 
The solvability of this singular, linear problem requires that 
X'0 I N{x)uQU*Qdx = í Mi(x)iioiiQdx, (2.40) 
where u*0 > 0 is an eigenfunction of the adjoint, linearized problem 
[C*-M(x)+ix0Ml(x)]ul=X0N(x)ul infi, u*Q = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.41) 
with the operator C* as defined in (1.3). Note that X0 is also the principal eigenvalue 
of (2.41) (Theorem 2.6 (iii)-(iv)). Since, in addition, N > 0 in Q., Mi ^ 0 in Q. and 
Mi is not identically zero, (2.40) implies that X'0 = dA(/x0)/d/x > 0. And since ¡XQ was 
arbitrary, the function A is strictly increasing, as stated. Finally, the proof that A is 
concave is identical to that in [7, Proposition 2.1], and the proof is complete. D 
Now we consider the existence of a principal eigenvalue of (1.5) when N vanishes in 
a subset of Q,. 
THEOREM 2.10. -LetQ., C and M be as in assumptions (H.1)-(H.2), (H.3'), andlet 
N satisfy (H.3') and be such that N = 0 in C and N > 0 in Q.\C, where the closed set 
C is such that 0 ^ C c £1 Then (1.5) possesses a principal eigenvalue ifand only ifthe 
quantity 
lx0 = sup{mí{[Cv-M(x)v]/v: xeQ.'}: Q.'eS, veV}^oo (2.42) 
is strictly positive, where S is the set ofthose open subsets ofQ. such that C c £2' and 
dQ. c dQ.' (that is, Q.' is an open neighborhood ofboth C and dQ.), and V is the set 
of those functions v e C2(Q.) n C 1 ^ ) such that v > 0 in Q.. Also, if \i§ > 0 then the 
principal eigenvalue o/(1.5) is unique and simple. 
Proof. - Let N\ be a function satisfying (H.3') and such that 
Ni(x) ^ 1 + [1 + N(x)]/d(x)E in Q, for some s > 0, (2.43) 
where d(x) is the distance from x to dQ., as above, and for each X e R let ¡x = M.{X) be 
the (unique) principal eigenvalue of 
CU-M{x)U-XN{x)U = IJLN1{X)U infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.44) 
which is simple (Theorem 2.6). Note that (1.5) has a principal eigenvalue X ifand only 
if M(X) = 0. Since, in addition, the function ¡x = M.{X) is analytic, strictly decreasing 
and concave (Proposition 2.9), M.{X) —>- — 00 as X —>- 00, and the stated result readily 
follows from the following property, which is proved below: the quantity /x0 ^ oo 
defined in (2.42) is strictly positive ifand only M.(X) > Ofor some A e l . 
If fi = M(X) > 0 for some XeR and U > 0 is an associated eigenfunction of (2.44), 
then U e V and 
(CU-M{x)U)/U^ixNx{x)+XN{x) infl. (2.45) 
But, according to (2.43) the right hand side of (2.45) is larger than fi/2 > 0 in Q.' = 
Q. fl (£l[ U ^ 2), where £l[ and Í22 are appropriate open neighborhoods of C and 3Í2 
respectively. Then /x0 ^ fi/2 > 0. 
And conversely, if /x0 > 0 then there is a function t> e C2(Í2) fl C1 (¿2) such that v > 0 
in Í2 and [£t> — M(X)D]/D > k > 0 in Í2', for some Q.' e S. And if, without loss of 
generality we assume that M < 0 in a neighborhood of 3Í2 (Lemma 2.1) and s0 > 0 is 
sufficiently small, then v0 = v + s0 still satisfies 
Cv0 -M(x)v0 > 0 infi' andu 0 >0 in Ü. (2.46) 
Let us rewrite (2.44) in terms of V = U/v0 as 
£V + YJbi(.x)dV/dxi + [M{x) - XN{x)]V = ixNx{x)V infl, 
7 = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.47) 
where 
b¡ = (2/v0) ^aijdvo/dxj, M{x) = [Cv0 - M(x)v0]/v0. 
Now M > 0 in Q> (see (2.46)) and M and 1/iV are bounded mQ\ Q'; then M - XN > 0 
in Í2 for some J , E M . Since, in addition, V = U/vo > 0 in Q., standard máximum 
principies applied to (2.47) readily imply that ¡x = M.{X) > 0. Thus the proof is 
complete. D 
Remark 2.11. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.10, the existence of a principal 
eigenvalue is determined by the sign of the quantity fio, defined in (2.42). That quantity 
is now calculated in several cases that have been already considered in the literature [34] 
for equations with bounded coefficients. Thus we generalize these results to our singular 
case. 
(A) [34, Theorem 6.2]. IfC = Ü0CQ., where QQ = Q\ {[fj=l Qj), with Ü¡ n Üj = 0 
for i jL j and 0.x,..., Q.h are subdomains ofQ. with C2,Y-boundaries, then the quantity 
fio defined in (2.42) is the principal eigenvalue of 
CU - M{x)U = fiU inQ0, U = 0 on dQ0- (2.48) 
Since Í20 C £2' for all £1' e S, the result in Proposition 2.8 readily implies that 
the principal eigenvalue of (2.48), ¡1, is such that ¡1 ^  fio. In order to see that, 
conversely, ¡1 ^ fio, we assume (without loss of generality, Lemma 2.1) that M < 0 
in a neighborhood of 3Í2. Let U > 0 (in Í20) be an eigenfunction of (2.48) associated 
with ¡i, let kx = 1 + \fl\ + I max{M(x): x eQ}\, let V e C2(Q0) n C^ÜQ) be the unique 
solutionof CV = ki iní20, V = 0 on 3Í20, and let &2 = sup{[&i V(x) — l]/U(x): x e Q,}. 
Then the function Us, defined as Us = U + s(l + V) satisfies 
{CUe-M{x)Ue)/Ue>¡L-k2e in^o, Ue > 0 in ñ0 , (2.49) 
for all sufficiently small s > 0. Also, since M and the coefficients of C are smooth 
in 3Í20\3Í2, £/ (and thus í/e) is of class C2 up to 3Í20\3Í2, and í/e can be extended 
to Í2 as a C2-function, still called Us, which is strictly positive in Ú. Since, in 
addition, (CUS — M{x)Us)/Us is continuous in 3Í20\3Í2 and satisfies (2.49), we have 
(CUS — M(x) Us)/Us > ¡í — 2k2s in Q.' = Q. n Q.'0, where Q,0 is an open neighborhood of 
Í20. Thus fio > fi — 2k2s (see (2.42)) and since that inequality holds for all sufficiently 
small s > 0, we have fio ^ fi as stated. 
(B) [34, Theorem 6.7]. As a dual case of that in A, let us assume 
Í2, where 0.x, ..., Q.h are domains with a smooth boundary, and Ú¡ fl Új = 0for i ^ j . 
Then the quantity fio defined in (2A2)is given by fi0 = ¡1 = min{/í;-: 1 ^  j ^ h} where 
fi¡ is the principal eigenvalue of 
CUj - M(x)Uj = fijUj in Qj, U¡ = 0 on dSlj. (2.50) 
As in the proof of property A above, the definition (2.42) and Proposition 2.8 readily 
imply that fio ^ fi} íox j = 1 , . . . , h and thus fio ^ ¡1. And, in order to prove that, 
conversely, fio ^ fi, we again assume, without loss of generality, that 
-M{x)^k/d{x)l-a in a neighborhood of dQ, (2.51) 
for some k > 0 (Lemma 2.1). Also, if U e C2(C) is defined as U(x) = U¡(x) in 
Q.j, where U¡ > 0 is an eigenfunction associated with fi¡, then as above a function 
Us can be defined that satisfies (2.49) with Í20 = C for all sufficiently small s. Also, 
as above, there is a strictly positive, C2-extension of Us to Ú, which is such that 
(CUS — M(x)Ue)/Ue > fi — 2k2s in an open neighborhood Q.[ C Í2 of C, for some 
constant k2; and, according to (2.51), that inequality also holds in Q.'2 = Q. P\ Q.'^, where 
Q2 is an open neighborhood of dQ.. Since Q.' = Q.[ U Q.'2 e S, we have /x0 > /i — 2k2s 
for all sufficiently small s > 0. Thus fio^fi and the stated property follows. 
(C) [34, Theorem 6.4]. If C has measure zero, and fio is as defined in (2.42), then 
fio = oo. Thus, in this case (1.5) always has a principal eigenvalue. 
In order to prove that fio = oo we may assume (as above, without loss of generality) 
that the function M satisfies (2.51). Also, since C and dQ. are of measure zero, for each 
s > 0 there are two subdomains Qle, Q.s c Q. that satisfy assumption (H. 1) and 
C c ^ C ^ C Í Í £ , 3 ^ c 3 ^ and | ^ £ | < £ (2.52) 
where \Q,S \ is the measure of Q,s. Let fis be the principal eigenvalue of 
CU -M{x)U = i.ieU i n^ £ , U = 0 on 3 ^ £ , (2.53) 
and let U > O be an associated eigenfunction, which is in C2(Q.S) n C¿ (Ús). Then t/ > 0 
and [£t/ —M(x)U]/U = ¡xs in S^, and U isofclass C2 in aneighborhood of dQ.'s \3Í2; 
then £/ can extended from S^ to Í2 as a strictly positive, C2(Í2) n C¿(S3)-function, and 
from the definition (2.42) we have 
/¿O ^ /¿£ • (2.54) 
If we multiply the equation in (2.53) by U, intégrate in Q.e and intégrate by parts then 
we obtain 
lis j U2dx > J2J k0(.dU/dxt)2 + (b¡ +J2dau/dxj) UdU/dxt dx 
M(x)U2dx 
M V 2 ) X ! f(.dU/dxi)2dx- íM{x)U2dx, 
where k0 > 0 is the ellipticity constant of C (i.e., such that J2 aij(*)£!£; ^ o^ l£ I2 for all 
x e Q and all § e M") and 
M = M(x) + (2/co)"1 £)(&/ + E 9 a y / 9 j 
Now, according to assumptions (H.2), (H.3') and (2.51), M is bounded above by a 
constant k\ and thus 
[ie ^k0 J2 [(dU/dx'fdx 2 i U2dx 
a. 
k\ ^ k^Xg/l — k\, 
where — Xs is the principal eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator A in Q.s (with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions). But, according to a well-known result by Faber [23] 
and Krahn [31] Xs ^ A,^ , where X'e is the first eigenvalue of —A in the ball (of R") of 
measure |Í2£|. A straightforward calculation readily shows that X'e -> oo as \Q.S\ -> 0, 
i.e., as s -> 0 (see (2.52)). Thus ¡xs -> oo as s -> 0 and (2.54) implies that /¿o = oo, as 
stated. 
Now we consider the principal eigenvalues of (1.5) when the function N changes sign 
in £1 For convenience, we consider the principal eigenvalue ¡x of the problem 
CU -M{x)U -XN{x)U = /iU infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.55) 
for varying valúes of X e R. Note that ¡x is also the principal eigenvalue of the adjoint 
problem 
C*U -M{x)U -XN{x)U = IJLU infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.56) 
where C* is given in (1.3) (Theorem 2.6). 
THEOREM 2.12. - Let Q., C and M be as in assumptions (H. 1),(H.2) and (H.3'), and 
let N satisfy assumption (H.3') and be such that N > 0 and N < 0 in two non void, open 
subsets ofQ.. Then: 
(i) If for some X = X0, the principal eigenvalue of (2.55) is strictly positive, then (1.5) 
has exactly two principal eigenvalues, Xi and X2, which are such that Xi < X0 < X2. 
(ii) If, for some X = X0, the principal eigenvalue o/(1.4) is zero then two possibilities 
arise, depending on the quantity 
k0= N(x)U0(x)U*(x)dx, 
Q 
where t/0 > 0 and t/0* > 0 are eigenfunctions of (2.55) and (2.56) respectively, for X = X0 
and \i = 0 : 
(iia) Ifko ^ 0 then, in addition to X0 (which is obviously a principal eigenvalue), (1.5) 
has exactly oneprincipal eigenvalue Xi ^ X0, and ko(Xo — Xi) > 0. 
(iib) Ifko = 0 then X0 is the only principal eigenvalue of (1.5). 
Proof - Without loss of generality, as above, we assume that the function M satisfies 
(2.51). For each X e R let ¡x = M.(X) be the (unique) principal eigenvalue of 
CU-M(x)U-XN(x)U = IJL[1 + \N(X)\]U infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ . (2.57) 
Note that .M is analytic (Proposition 2.9), and that the eigenfunction U is uniquely 
determined if an additional condition, such as 
U(x)dx = \ 
Q 
is imposed; in this case, according to the argument in the proof of Proposition 2.9, U 
also depends analytically on X. Still, when using the characterization of the principal 
eigenvalue in Proposition 2.8 and assumptions (H.3') and (2.51), it is readily seen that 
.M(Ao) > 0 in case (i), and that .M(Ao) = 0 in case (ii). Then the stated result readily 
follows from the following properties of the function .M, which are subsequently proved 
below. 
A. lí Ai(X0) = 0 then the derivative of .M at X = X0 is given by 
| í[l + \N(x)\]U0(x)U*(x)dx\M'(X0) = - íN(x)U0(x)U*(x)dx. (2.58) 
B. The function .M is concave. 
C. .M —>- —oo as X —>- ±oo. 
In order toprove property A we just take into account that .M'(Ao) is given by 
CU^-M(x)U^-X0N(x)U^ = [N(x)+M'(X0)(l + \N(x)\)]U0 in Q, 
U^ = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.59) 
as readily obtained by differentiating in (2.57), and setting X = X0 and M.(X0) = 0; here 
Í/Q = dU/dX at A, = A0 and U0 = U(-, A0). And (2.58) is obtained when taken into 
account that, since the singular, non-homogeneous problem (2.59) has a solution, its 
right hand side must be orthogonal to the kernel of its adjoint problem. 
In order to prove property B we just take into account that 
X + M{X) = T(X-M{X)) (2.60) 
for all X, where the function V is defined as follows. For each ¡x e R, T(/x) is the (unique) 
principal eigenvalue of 
CU-M{x)U+ IJLN_{X)U = T{IJL)N+{X)U i n ^ , U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (2.61) 
where N± = N± + 1/2 and N± are the positive/negative parts of N (i.e., A^± ^ 0 
and N = N+ — N~). And since T is analytic, (strictly) increasing and concave 
(Proposition 2.9), the statement in property B readily follows because (1 + r')M" = 
(1 — M-')2T", as readily obtained by differentiating twice in (2.60). 
Finally, in order to prove property C, we consider two non-void, open balls, B±, such 
that B± C Í2 and A^ =t > 0 in B±, and define the strictly positive constants k± and k^ 
as the minimum and the máximum of N± in B±, respectively. If l j are the principal 
eigenvalues of 
CU -M{x)U =X±U inB±, U = 0 on dB±, (2.62) 
and ±X > X^/k±, then (1 + k±)M(X) ± Xk± ^ A,^ , as readily obtained upon application 
of the generalized máximum principie to (2.62) (recall the definition of the function M, 
through (2.57)). These two inequalities yield the result, and the proof is complete. D 
3. Differentiability of some singular nonlinear problems 
Let us now consider the linearization (in fact, the differentiability) of the semilinear 
problem (1.1) around a solution u e C2(£l) n C1 (Ú) such that 
w > 0 iní2, du/dv < 0 on3í2. (3.1) 
If a > — 1/ra then we can treat the problem (1.1) in differential form and work in the 
space Wp(£l) fl Wf0(Q.), with p > n, which is compactly imbedded into C¿(¿2); but 
this is not convenient for the general case treated in this paper, a > — 1 (see Remark 2.4 
above). Instead we shall re-write (1.1) in integral form, as 
Jr{u)=u-G(f{-, K ) ) = 0 (3.2) 
where G: C¿ (Ú) —>- C¿ (Ú) is the Green operator of 
CU = V infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (3.3) 
(defined as G(V) = U). Note that, according to Proposition 2.3, (a) G is bounded and 
can be extended, as a bounded operator, to CQS(Q,) for all S such that 0 < S < S0 = 
min{y,a + 1}; and (b) u e C2(Q.) n Cl(Ú) satisfies (1.1) if and only if u e C¿(ñ) 
satisfies (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. -Under the assumptions (H. 1)-(H.3), the operator F:C\(£l) —S-
CQ(Ú) defined in (3.2) is ofclass Cm in the positive cone of C\(£l) (that is, the set 
ofthose functions ofC\(£l) that satisfy (3.1)), where m^lis as defined in assumption 
(H.3) and the linear operator T'(u): C\ (Ú) —s- C\ (Ú) is given by 
F(u)v = v-G(M-,u)v). (3.4) 
Ifm > 1 and 1 < j ^ m then the j-linear operator, 3 ; J7(M)/3M ; = ^\u): [ C¿(¿2) ] ; 
—s- C¿(¿2), z's g/vew /3y 
Jc"(;')(M)(ui, . . . , vj) = -G((djf(-, I<)/3I<;')VI • • • v,-). (3.5) 
Proof. - The operator JF can be written as 
T = 1 — T\, with / =identity and T\ = G(/(-, «)). (3.6) 
Since / is linear and bounded, it is of class C°°, with its first derivative equal to / 
and its higher order derivatives equal to zero. Thus we only need to prove that (a) for 
j = 1 , . . . , m, the y'th derivative of T\ exists and is given by 
Fíj\u)(vu ...,vj) = G((dJf(-, u)/duJ)Vl • • • Vj), (3.7) 
and (b) the mth derivative of T\ is continuous. 
Let us first prove (a) by an induction argument. In order to prove (a) for j = 1 we first 
consider a function N e C2(Q) such that N ^ 1 in Q and N(x) = d(x)a~l for all x e Qi 
(with d{x) and Q.\ as defined in assumption (H. 1)). Note that 
d{x)a-l/N and \dN/dxk\d(x)2-a are uniformly bounded in Q,, (3.8) 
for k = 1,...,«. Now, take any function w of the positive cone of C¿ (¿2). If t> e C¿ (¿2) 
is such that IMIc1^) is sufficiently small then 
0 < kid(x) < u + Qv < k2d(x), 
for all x e ñ and all 6» e [0, 1], (3.9) 
where the constants k\ and k2 are independent of t>. Thus, according to assumption (H.3) 
and property (3.8), the function 
W = [/(•, u + v)- / ( - , K) - /„(-, K)V]/JV, (3.10) 
is such that 
\W\ = \fuu(x, u+9(x)v)\v2/N < * i N £ i ( ™ (3.11) 
\WXk\^ \fuxk{x,u + 9{x)v) - fUXk(x,u) + [fuu(x,u + 9{x)v) 
- fuu(x, u)]uXk\\v\/N + \fuu(x, u +0(x)v)\\vvXk\/N + \WNXk\/N2 
<tf2lMlci(a)e(Nlc¿(a)), (3-12) 
for all k = 1,...,« and all v e C¿(¿2) such that IMIci(¿2) ^ INIc1^)- Here 9 and 
s stand for functions of the type 9 : Í2 -> [0, 1] and s: R -> R, with e(z) -> 0 as 
z -> 0, and the constants Á"i and ^  are independent of v. Thus II^IIc1 (¿2)/II l^ie1 (¿2) ^  
(Ki + K2)e(\\v\\ci^2.j) and we only need to take into account the definitions (3.6) and 
(3.10), and the result in Proposition 2.3 to subsequently obtain 
H ^ K I Í + u) -T\(u) -G(fu(;u)v)\\ci{ú) = \\G(NW)\\ci{ú) 
<K\\v\\ci(ñ)e(\\v\\ci(ñ)) (3.13) 
for all v e C¿ (Ú) such that || v \\
 c\ (s^ ^ || u \\ c\ ^  and some constant K that is independent 
of v. This estímate implies that T[(u) exists and is given by (3.7). Thus property (a) 
above holds for j = \ and the first step of the induction argument is complete. 
Let us now assume that property (a) holds for the y'th derivative of T\ and prove that 
it also holds for its (j + l)th derivative. To this end, we take v\,..., u ;+i e C¿(¿2) such 
that \\VJ+I ||ci(¿2) ^ IIMIIc1 (¿2)- Then (3.9) holds with v = D ; +I and, as above, according to 
assumption (H.3), the function 
Wx = {djf(-, u + vj+1)/duj - djf(-, u)/duj 
- [dJ+1f(-,u)/duJ+1]vJ+l}vl---vJ/N (3.14) 
is seen to be such that 
llWillci(^)^^3lkillci(^)---ll^1lci(^)llu;+illci(¿2)£(llu;+illci(¿2))' 
with K3 independent of v\,..., u ;+i and s as above. Thus, as above, we only need to 
take into account our assumption that T[ (u) is given by (3.7), the definition (3.14) and 
the result in Proposition 2.3 to subsequently obtain 
|| [F[]\u + Vj+1) - rtJ\u)](Vl, . . . , V j ) - G((dJ + 1f(; u)/duJ)Vl • ••VJ)\\cl(ú) 
G(iVWi) C¡(Q) 
^ ^ l l U l l l c l ( ¿ 2 ) - - - | l ^ l l c l ( ¿ 2 ) l l ^ + l l l c l ( ¿ 2 ) £ ( l l ^ + l l l c l ( ¿ 2 ) ) > ( 3 1 5 ) 
with K independent oí vi,..., v¡+i. This estímate shows that JFf '(u) exists and is 
given by (3.7). Thus the induction argument is complete and property (a) above holds. 
Finally, the same argument that led above to (3.15) readily shows that 
|| [J^T\U + Vj+l) - J^iM)] (VI, . . . , V;)||c¿(a) < *HVl llc¿(Q) • • • K Hc¿(a)K+l llc¿(Q). 
with K independent oí vi,..., v¡+i. According to this estímate, T^1 is continuous. 
Thus property (b) above also holds, and the proof is complete. D 
If the function / depends also on a parameter, then the same argument in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 readily yields the following 
COROLLARY 3.2. - In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, letus assume that 
the function f depends on a parameter X e R and that, for all X e R and allí = 1 , . . . , r, 
the function dl f/dXl satisfies assumption (H.3). Ifthe Green operator G is defined as 
above, right after (3.2), then the operator T: Q. x C\ (Ú) x R, defined as 
T{u, X) =u — G(/(- , u, X)), 
is such that, for all j = 0 , . . . ,m and allí = 1,...,r, the derivative 3 ; + ' T ¡du^ dXl exists 
and is continuous whenever u is in thepositive cone ofC\(£l) and X e R. Also, the j -
linear operator di+lT{u, X)/dujXl: [C¡(Ü) ]j -> C¿(¿2) is given by 
[dj+lF(u, X)/dujXl] (v i , . . . , vj) = -G((dj+lf{-, u, X)/dujdXl)v1 • • • v¡). 
Note that this corollary provides the ingredient to apply implicit-function-like 
theorems to the problem (1.1)—(1.2) when the nonlinearity / is allowed to depend also 
on a parameter. 
4. Applications 
The results obtained in Sections 2 and 3 and the strong máximum principie in 
Appendix B provide the basic ingredients to systematically apply the standard tools 
mentioned at the beginning of the paper to the analysis of singular equations of the 
form (1.1)—(1.2), under the assumptions (H. 1)-(H.3). 
4.1. Construction of solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) via sub and supersolutions 
Monotone methods can be applied, in quite the same manner as is the regular case, to 
construct minimal and maximal solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) in the positive cone of C\{Q), 
as seen in the proof of the following 
THEOREM 4.1. - Under the assumptions (H.1)-(H.3), let us assume that (1.1)—(1.2) 
has a sub-solution w0 cmd a super-solution u° such that UQ, U 0 e C 2 ( n ) n C 0 M ( ñ ) / o r 
some S > 0 and 
0 < kd(x) < «o00 ^ u°(x) forallxeQ. (4.1) 
Then (1.1)—(1.2) possesses a minimal and a maximal solution in the interval [w0, u°], 
u^ and u*, which are such that * e C2(tt) n Cl'\Ú) whenever 0 
min{y,a + 1} and u0 ^ «, ^ u* ^ u° in Q. Also, «, {resp., u*) is the C0' {Ú)-limit 
from below {resp., from above) of a monotone sequence of sub-solutions {resp., super-
solutions) o/(l.l)-(1.2). 
Proof. - According to assumption (H.3), \fu{x, u{x))\d{x)l~a is bounded in Q. if 
u : Q. -> R is such that u0 ^ u ^ u° in £1. Thus a function Mi e C1 (Í2) exists that satisfies 
(H.3') and is such that, for some constants k>0 and /3 e ] 1 — a, 2[, 
Mi > 1 infi\fii, Ml(x)=kd(x)-(i forallxe^i, (4.2) 
and / (• ,«) /« +| /„(- ,«) | < Mi mQ,ifu0^u^u°mQ,, (4.3) 
where Í2i is as defined in assumption (H.l). Then the mean valué theorem and 
assumption (H.3) imply that the functions cp, \fr : £1 -> R, defined as 
<p(jc, IÍ) EE Mi(x)u + / (x , IÍ) EE Mi(x)i/^(x, IÍ), (4.4) 
are such that 
0 < (p(-,u) < (p(-,v) iní2, \¡/(-,u) e CQ(Ú), 
ll^(-. ")llci(Q) ^^iII"IIci(¿2) and 
| | lA(-, u) - V G , M)||C1(¿2) < ^2 | |W - W||C1(¿2) i n ^ > 
whenever w0 ^  « < ^  ^  w° iní2, (4.5) 
for some constants K\ and ^ that are independent of u and t>. 
Now we consider the sequences {um}, {um}, defined inductively by 
Cum + M\{x)um = <p(x, wm_i(x)) in Q, um = 0 on3í2, (4.6) 
Cum + Ml{x)um=cp(x,um-\x)) infl, wm = 0 o n 9 ^ , (4.7) 
for m > 0, with w0 and w° as above. Since cp and i/^  = <p/M\ satisfy (4.5), we only need 
to apply the máximum principie in Appendix B and Proposition 2.3 to obtain inductively 
that {um}, {um} c C2(Q.) n ChS(Ü) whenever m ^ 1 and 0 < S < <S0 = min{y, a + 1}, 
and, as in the regular case, if u is a solution of (1.1)—(1.2) such that u0 ^ u ^ w° in Í2, 
then 
Mo ^ «ffl-i ^ um ^ IÍ ^ um ^ wm_1 ^ w° in Í2 for all m > 1. (4.8) 
Henee the stated result follows if we prove that 
{um} and {um} converge in C1,S(Q.) whenever 0 < S < S0 = min{y, a + 1} (4.9) 
(then, according to standard, local, elliptic estimates, the limits mustbe in C2(Í2)). 
Now, in order to obtain (4.9) for the monotone, bounded sequence {um} (the other 
sequence is treated similarly) we first observe that, by the dominated convergence 
theorem, it converges in Lq{Q.) for all q > 1. Also, according to Proposition 2.3 and 
properties (4.5), if p > m > 1 and S is as above, then 
\\Up - Um\\cl,S(Q) < K\\llp_i - Mm-l | |Cl(¿2)> (4.10) 
with the constant K independent of m and p. In addition we have the interpolation 
inequality ||M||C1(¿2) < £|MlcM(ñ) + Cs,q\\u\\Lq{S2), which holds for all e > 0 and all 
q > n + 2 (see [2] and [32, p. 80]). Thus, if q > n + 2 is kept fixed, this inequality 
(with s > 0 appropriate) and (4.10) readily yield 
\\Up - Um\\cl(Q} < (l/4)\\up-i - Mm- l | |C l (¿2) + Ki\\up - Um\\Lq{íi) 
< (\\Up - Um\\cl(Q} + \\up - Up_i\\cl(Q} + \\um - W m _ i | | c l ( ¿ 2 ) ) / 4 
+ K1(\\Up-um\\Lq{Q)), (4.11) 
where K\ is independent of m and p. Since {um} converges in Lq, the first inequality 
in (4.11) (with p = m + 1) implies that ||wm+i — um\\ci^ -> 0 as m -> oo. And, since 
{wm} is a Cauchy sequence in Lq, (4.11) and (4.10) subsequently imply that {um} is a 
Cauchy sequence in C 1 ^ ) and in C l á ( ^ ) . Thus {um} satisfies (4.9) and the proof is 
complete. D 
The requirement that u0 > kd(x) > 0 in Q. in Theorem 4.1 is often too strong in 
applications. For instance, if the unique solution of 
CU = M{x) infl, U = 0 o n 9 ^ , (4.12) 
is strictly positive in Q. then according to Lemma 4.3 below u0 = [(1 — a{)U]l/{-l~ai) is 
a strict sub-solution of 
Cu = M(x)uai infi, w = 0 o n 9 ^ . (4.13) 
But this sub-solution does not satisfy the above-mentioned requirement if U e C¿(¿2). 
In order to extend the applicability of Theorem 4.1 to situations like this one, in the 
following lemma we prove that the above-mentioned requirement in Theorem 4.1 can 
be weakened. 
LEMMA 4.2. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, let the function f {satisfy 
(H.3) and) be such that f(x,u) > —Kid(x)aiuai and \f(x,u)\ + \fu(x,u)\u < 
í2¿(x)"4«"3 for all (x, u) e £2x]0, oo[,_with Kx > 0, K2 > 0, \ax + a2\ < 1 and 
|«3 +«4| < 1, and let üo e C2(Q.) n C0' (Ú),for some S > 0, be a sub-solution o / ( l . l ) -
(1.2) swcA íAaí ¿<o > kd(x)p a.e. in Q., with k > 0 a«í/ p > \. In addition, let us assume 
that either (a) «i ^ 1, or (b) 0 < (1 — «i)/(2 + a2) < «i < 1 a«í/ a4 + «3/0;! > — 1, or 
(c) «i < (1 — «i)/(2 + a2) < 1/p and pa^ + a4 > —1. 77zew íAere z's a sub-solution of 
(1.1)—(1.2), w0 £ C2(Í2) nC 0 ' (¿2) (<S > 0), such that {i) w0 > kd(x) in Q. for some k > 0, 
a«í/ (ii) u0 < u in Q whenever u e C2(Q) n Cl's(Ü) (S > 0) is a solution o/(l.l)-(1.2) 
such that üo < u and 0 < k\d(x) < u in Qfor some ki > 0. 
Proof. - Under the assumptions above, we can choose a constant r and a function 
p : [0, o o [ ^ R such that 
l < r < ¿ > , r a 3 + a 4 > r - 2 and p(e) = e1/[2{p-r>] (4.14) 
in case (a) above, and 
1 < r, [2 + a2 + r(«i — 1)]/(1 — «i) > max{0, /? — r}, r a 3 +Q;4>r —2 
and p(£) = £(1-«i)/[2+«2+'-(«i-1)] (4.15) 
in cases (b) and (c). Also we consider the subdomain Q.s and the function us: Q.s -> R 
defined as 
Í2e = {x e Í2: <¿(JC) < p(s)} and we(x) = ed{x)r, (4.16) 
which are seen to be such that, in the three cases considered above, (i) us e C2(Q.S) n 
C¿(¿2£), (ii) us < u0 in 3Í2 \ 3Í2£ and (iii) us is a sub-solution of (1.1)—(1.2) in Í2e, 
whenever s > O is sufficiently small. The first property is obvious, and the second and 
third ones follow from (4.14)-(4.16) and the stated assumptions on u0 and / ; the proof 
of the third property is somewhat tedious but straightforward. As a consequence of these 
three properties, the function üs, defined as 
üe(x) = ÜQ(X) if x eQ,\Q,e, üs =max{we, ÜQ(X)} if x e Q,e, (4.17) 
is such that üs ^ ü0 in Q. and üs is a sub-solution of (1.1)—(1.2) whenever s > 0 is 
sufnciently small. Also, s > 0 can be chosen such that us < u if u is as in the statement 
of the lemma. For that valué of s we choose a function Mi e Cl(£l) that satisfies (4.2) 
and 
| / (- , u)\/u + \fu(-, u)\< M\ in Q. iíus ^ u ^ u° in Í2, 
with r — (ra3 + a4) < /? < 2 and calcúlate wo as the unique solution of 
CUQ + Mi(x)w0 = MI(X)M£ + f(x, ue(x)) iní2, M0 = 0 on3í2. (4.18) 
Finally, by the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (write the right hand side of 
(4.18) as Mi(x)i(r(x, ue(x)) and check that the function x —>- tfr(x, ue(x)) isin C^iÚ)), 
u0 e C2(£l) n C0' (¿2) (with S > 0) is a sub-solution of (1.1)—(1.2) that satisfies the 
properties (i) and (ii) in the statement of the lemma. Thus the proof is complete. D 
The following result is of independent interest to obtain sub-solutions of semilinear 
equations with a monotone nonlinearity. It is based on the generalization to elliptic 
operators in general form of an argument already used by Spruck [44] to treat the 
operator C = — A; see also [10] where this argument was credited to Nirenberg. In the 
present context, this argument is based on the fact that if the functions u and U (e C2(Í2)) 
are related by 
U(x) 
u(x)= J dt/f(t), (4.19) 
o 
where / e C(]0, oo[) is strictly positive and such that the integral above is convergent, 
then we have 
Cu f'(u) s-^ du du 
CU = + ^—-r Va¿,-(x) ínfl. (4.20) 
/ («) / ( « ) 2 Z ^ 'A JdXidxj K ' 
Note that both (4.19) and (4.20) make sense whenever the integral above is convergent 
and u > 0 in Í2, irrespectively on how fast u(x) decays as x approaches 3Í2. 
LEMMA 4.3. -Let f e CJ(]0, oo[) be a strictly increasing, positive function such 
that Jo dt/f(t) < oofor some S > 0 and let M e C(Q.) and U e C2(Q.) be such that 
CU^M, U>0 inQ, (4.21) 
where the domain Q. and the operator C are as in assumptions (H. 1) and (H.2). Then the 
function u e C2(Q.) defined by (4.19) satisfies 
Cu<M(x)f(u) inQ. (4.22) 
Proof. - We only need to use (4.20) and take into account that / is positive and strictly 
increasing and that C is strongly elliptic to obtain 
f'(u) s-^ du du 
0 = (CU - M)f(u) = Cu + ¿¿-L^aijix) — — - M(x)f(u) f(u) ^ dXi dXj 
>Cu-M(x)f(u). 
Now we have the ingredients to obtain existence and uniqueness of positive solutions 
to(4.13). 
THEOREM 4.4. -Let Q. and C satisfy assumptions (H.1)-(H.2), let «i be such that 
0 < «i < 1 and let M e Cl(Q.) be such that (i) \M(x)\ < Kld(x)a2 for some K\ > 0 
and some a2 such that — 1 < a2 < 1 — «i, and (ü) the unique solution of (4.12) satisfies 
U > OinQ. anddU/dv <0on dQ.. Then theproblem (4.13) has a unique strictly positive 
solution. 
Proof. -Note that (4.12) has a unique solution U e C2(Q.) n C^S(Ü) (S > 0), as 
obtained firom, e.g., Proposition 2.3 above, after re-writing the right hand side of (4.12) as 
[M(x)/v(x)]v(x) for some function v e C¿(Í2). Now we may apply Lemma 4.3 above, 
with f(u) = uai, to obtain that ü0 = [(1 - a^U]1^1-^ is a strict sub-solution of (4.13). 
This sub-solution satisfies the assumptions in Lemma 4.2 and thus (4.13) possesses a 
positive sub-solution satisfying the requirements of Theorem 4.1. Also, if \¡/ e C2(£l) n 
ChS(Ü) (S > 0) is the unique solution of Cf = \M(x) | in Q, f = 0 on dQ, then f > 0 
in Q. and dx¡s/dv < 0 on dQ. (Theorem B.2 in Appendix B), and for sufficiently large 
C > 0 the function u° = C\¡/ is a strict super-solution of (4.13) that satisfies (4.1). Thus 
the existence of a positive solution to (4.13) follows firom Theorem 4.1. 
Uniqueness of positive solutions is proved by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.3 
above. Assume for contradiction that (4.13) has two different positive solutions, u\ and 
u2. Then the function w defined as w = v2 — t>i, where v¡ = |0"J dt/f(t) for j = 1, 2 and 
f(t) = tai, is non-zero. But using (4.20) and applying the mean valué theorem we obtain 
r
 £i, A ^ , A 9 ( " 1 + " 2 ) dw 
Lw- f (ul)>aij(x) — 
^ dx{ dxj 
- f"(ui +6i(x)(u2-u1))f(u1 +92(x)(u2-ul)) 
E dv2 dv2 au(x) ——w = 0, (4.23) ;
 dxi dxj K ' 
where we have taken into account that u\ and u2 satisfy (4.13). Since f(u) = uai > 0, 
f"(u) = QÍI(Q!I — \)uai~2 < 0 and the operator C is elliptic, the coefficient of w is pos-
itive in Q. and Theorem B. 1 in Appendix B implies that w = 0 in Q., which is in contra-
diction with the assumption above. Thus the proof is complete. D 
Remarles 4.5. - Two remarks about the result above are now in order. 
A. From the proof it is clear that the result in Theorem 4.4 stands when the right 
hand side of (4.13) is replaced by M(x)f(u), with M as above and / e C([0, oo[) n 
C\]0, oo[ such that /(0) = 0, / > 0, / ' > 0 and / " < 0 in ]0, oo[, f(u) < Kuai in 
a neighborhood of u = 0, with K > 0 and «i as in the statement of Theorem 4.4 and 
/0 du/f(u) < oo for some S > 0. 
B. The problem (4.13) has received a considerable attention in the literatee. For the 
particular case C = — A and M{x) = 1, existence of solutions has been analyzed using 
sub and supersolutions [4,37,43], variational arguments [11] and both [20]; see also [44, 
11,10] for uniqueness. Some results for the case 0 < M < oo in Ú and C in general form 
had already been given by Amann [3]. The case C = — A with M smooth and bounded 
but exhibiting both signs in Q. was treated in [42] for Q. = W and in [6] for bounded 
£1 In the latter work existence of non-negative solutions (possibly with dead cores) was 
proved by using sub and supersolutions; some interesting uniqueness properties were 
also obtained. However they did not find strictly positive subsolutions and thus they 
were unable to prove that the obtained solutions were strictly positive (see also [9]). The 
existence of strictly positive solutions in bounded domains for operators in general form 
and M changing sign has not been considered in the literatee to our knowledge. 
4.2. A parabolic problem associated with (1.1)—(1.2) 
Standard linearized stability results for regular parabolic problems are readily 
extended to analyze the stability of the solutions of (1.1)—(1.2) that are in the positive 
cone OÍCQ(Ú) as steady states of the problem 
du/dt + £u = f{x,u) i n ^ , w = 0 o n 9 ^ , (4.24) 
«(•,0) = «o inft. (4.25) 
In fact, if a > — 1/ra then the operator C is sectorial in Lq{Q.) for all q > n and we 
can apply standard results in the literatee [27] to obtain a global existence result on the 
parabolic problem (4.24)-(4.25). 
THEOREM 4.6. -In addition to the assumptions (H.1)-(H.3), let us assume that 
a > —\/n, let us e C2(Q.) n C (= the positive cone o/C¿(¿2)) be a solution o / ( l . l ) -
(1.2), and let M = /„(•,«,). If the principal eigenvalue of (1.4) is strictly positive 
(resp., strictly negative) then us is an exponentially stable (resp., unstable) steady state 
of (4.24) in the Lyapunov sense, with the norm of Cl(Ú). Also, if UQ eC then the 
problem (4.24)-(4.25) has a unique solution, t —¡- u(-,t) e C, in a maximal existence 
interval, 0 ^ t < T ^ oo, and if T < oo then there is a sequence {tm} such that 
tm / T and either max{w(x, tm): x e Q.} —s- oo, or u(x, tm) \ 0 for some x e Q., or 
min{3w(x, tm)/dv: x e dQ.} —¡- 0 as m —¡- oo. 
Proof - Let q be such that q > n and 1 + aq > 0, decompose the operator C as 
C = C\ + £2, where 
a(a¡7aw/ax¿) C\u = > — , 
and consider the operator L\ mX = L3(í2),withdomainD(£i) = W^(í2)flC C C¿(¿2). 
The self-adjoint operator L\ is sectorial in X (use the argument in [27, p. 32]) and if 
(q + n)/(2q) < ¡3 < 1 then its fractional power C\ is such that ||w||ci(¿2) < K\\£\u\\x 
for all u e D(C{) and some K that is independent of u [27, Theorem 1.6.1]. Also, 
when using assumption (H.3) and estimates (2.10), and proceeding as in Remark 2.4, 
the following estimates are obtained 
| | /(-,«) - f(;us)\\x < KiWu -uA\c10(ü) < K2\\Cf(u -us)\\x, 
\\Mu\\x + \\C2u\\x < ^3ll«llc¿(a) < K^uWx' i4-26) 
| | /(-,«) - f{-,us) -M(u -us)\\x < K5\\u -us\\2ci{¿2) < K6\\Cf(u -us)\\x, 
(4.27) 
for all u e D(C{) and for all w in a C1(^)-neighborhood of us in D(C\) respectively, 
with the constants Ki,..., K6 independent of u; note that (4.26)-(4.27) imply that the 
operator u -> C\u — / ( • , u),oíX^ = D(C\) c C (withthe norm \\u\\xp = \\C\u\\x)into 
X, maps bounded sets into bounded sets and is locally Lipschitzian. Then we only need 
to apply [27, Theorem 5.1.1] and straightforwardly modify the proofs of [27, Theorems 
3.3.3 and 3.3.4] to obtain the stated results and thus to complete the proof. D 
Unfortunately the argument above does not apply (and, seemingly, is not straightfor-
wardly extended) if — 1/ra ^ a > — 1. But still, in this general case we can use the results 
above, in Sections 2, 3, to directly derive the following result, which should also yield 
the linearized stability result in Theorem 4.6 by a well-known argument [41,43], pro-
vided that one has a good existence theory for the parabolic problem (4.24)-(4.25); the 
latter has been subsequently analyzed in [24]. 
THEOREM 4.7. -In addition to the assumptions (H.1)-(H.3), let us e C2(Q) PiC 
(= the positive cone of C¿(¿2)) be a solution o/(l.l)-(1.2), and let M = /„(-, us). If 
the principal eigenvalue o/(1.4) is strictly positive (resp., strictly negative) then there is 
a constant s0 > 0 and a function U e C2(Q.) C\C such that ue = us + sU e C if\s\ < s0, 
and ue is a strict sub-solution (resp., super-solution) o/(l.l)-(1.2) if—So < £ < 0, while 
ue is a strict super-solution (resp., sub-solution) o/(l.l)-(1.2) //O < s < s0. 
Proof. - Take two functions UQ, U° eC such that us — u0 and u° — us are in C. As in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, there is a function N e C2(£l) that satisfies (H.3') and is such that 
l + \d(x)fuu(-,u)\<N mQ.ifu0^u^u°mQ.. (4.28) 
Also, according to Proposition 2.8, if the principal eigenvalue k0 of (1.4) is non-zero then 
the principal eigenvalue Ai of (1.5) is such that kik0 > 0. In addition, we take an eigen-
function of (1.5) associated with ki such that U eC, and the constant s0 > 0 such that 
s0U < |A,i \d(x), u0 < w_eo and uS(¡ < u° in Í2, where us = us + sU as above. Then we 
only need to apply the mean valué theorem and take into account (4.28) to subsequently 
obtain 
[Cue - f(x, uE) - M(x)sU] l(\ieU) 
= {N(x) - [f(x, us + £ [ / ) - f(x,us) - M(x)eU]/(X1eU)} 
= N(x) - fuu(x,us + s9(x)U)sU/kl > 1 f o r a l l x e ^ 
and all s such that \s\ < s0, where 9 : Í2 -* R stands for a function such that 0 ^ 9 ^ 1 
in £1 Since Aik0 > 0, the stated result follows, and the proof is complete. D 
As an application of Theorem 4.6 we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.8. -Let M and a\ be as in Theorem 4.4 and let Q, and C be as in 
Theorem 4.6. The parabolic problem 
du/dt + £u = M(x)uai inQ, w = 0 ondQ, u(-,0) = u0 inQ, (4.29) 
possesses a unique solution in 0 < t < oo whenever w0 > «* in Q., where «, eC (= f/?e 
positive cone ofC\ (Ú)) is a sub-solution of(4.13). 
Proof. - As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can obtain a super-solution of (4.13), u*, 
such that 
M, < w0 = u{-, 0) < u* iní2. (4.30) 
And according to Theorem 4.6, (4.29) possesses a unique solution in a maximal 
existence interval 0 <t <T. And if the inequalities 
M, < IÍ(-, í) < u* in Í2 (4.31) 
hold in 0 < t < t0 then they also hold at t = t0, as readily obtained using the máximum 
principie in Theorem B.l in Appendix B to the equation obtained from (4.29) when 
using the new variable v = /0" t~aidt and proceeding as we did to obtain (4.23). Since in 
addition these inequalities hold at t = 0 we conclude that they must hold in 0 < t < T. 
This means that T = oo and completes the proof. D 
4.3. Bifurcation problems 
If the function / in the right hand side of (1.1) depends on a parameter X and (as 
in Corollary 3.2) assumptions (H.1)-(H.3) hold and dl f/dkl satisfies assumption (H.3) 
for all / = 1, . . . , r, with r ^ 1, then the results above provide the ingredients to readily 
analyze, quite as in the regular case, several bifurcation questions such as: 
(a) The regularity of the solution branches, except at bifurcation points, via the implicit 
function theorem [15,12]. 
(b) The solution branches near bifurcation points via the Crandall-Rabinowitz 
theorem [16] or, more generally, via the Lyapunov-Schmidt method [15,12]. 
(c) The global existence of solution branches via, e.g., classical results by Rabinowitz 
[40], based on degree theory. 
For the sake of brevity we do not consider here any specific example on these 
applications of the results above, which actually motivated the present paper and will 
be considered elsewhere. 
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 2.3 
The uniqueness part readily follows by a standard máximum principie. The existence 
part and the estímate (2.8) are obtained by regularizing the coefficients as follows. For 
each s e ]0, p\ [ (with p\ as defined in assumption (H. 1)) we consider the problem 
— ^a ! ;(x)3 2M/3x !3x ; + <ps{x) ^ ¿ ! ( X ) 3 M / 3 X ! =<pe(x)M(x)D iní2, 
u = 0 o n 3 ^ , (A.l) 
where (ps e C¿(¿2) is defined as cps{x) = \p-s(d(x)), with 
\¡re{r¡) = (2s — rj)r¡/s2 iíO<r¡<s, \¡re{r¡) = \ iírj^s. (A.2) 
Note that, according to assumptions (H.2), (H.3') and the estímate (2.11), (psbi and 
(psMv are in C°'S°(Ú) if v e C¿(¿2) and s > 0. Then (A.l) possesses a unique solution 
u e C2'S°(Ú). The proof proceeds in three steps. 
Step 1. For each S e]0, <S0[ f/zere are two constants, K > 0 a«d /x e]0, pi [, independent 
ofv and s, such that the solution o/(A. 1) satisfies 
INIcM(^) < ^[llullc'ca^ + INIc°(¿V) + ll"llci.«(a\a^)]. (A-3) 
where 
£ll_l = {x e £1: d{x) < ¡x). (A.4) 
Since 3Í2 is of class C3'y, as in [32, pp. 95-96], it can be seen that, for each ¡x < pi, 
there are two finite families of domains, {Q\^} and {^l\tJ} such that for each k, 
(a) Q\¡x C Q\IX C U™=i tt\n C n^, Ut ^ÍM = ^V w i t h mo independent of/x and jfc. 
(b) There is a C2'y -regular curvilinear, coordinate system in a neighborhood of Ú^, 
£ = £(:*:), such that: (i) £i(x) = d(x), (ii) the domains Q\ and í ^ a r e given by 
^ = { x e R " : £ ( x ) e < } , 
witho)fM = {£eR": 0 < £ K / X , |£2|2 + • • • + |£„|2 < ;>} , (A.5) 
for / = 1 and 2; and (iii) the C2y-norms of the functions £ = £0*0 and x = x(£), in Ú\fÁ 
and (Ú\ respectively, are bounded by a common constant, which is independent of k and 
Now, in the new variables, the function 
ti 
U (£i, ...,£„) = | «(y, £2, ...,£„)] dy (A.6) 
is readily seen to satisfy 
CQU = C\U + C2U + C3U + C4v in a neighborhood oic¿\, (A.7) 
3C//3£i=0 a t £ i = 0 , [ /= 0 at£i=/x, (A.8) 
where 
(A.9) 
CoU = -¿2áiJG)d2U/d&d$j, 
ti 
ClU =
 J [E( 9 % /9^i) (92f//9^'9^')]
 f i=y ¿y, 
/:2" = - / E [ K © + 1A£(^1)^(^)](9"/9^)]íl=^}', (A. 10) 
£3w -5I I9I Í /9£I +2y^jandu/d^i 
(A. 11) 
ti 
C4v= Us(y)[M^M^h=dy. 
Here a¡; and i>¡ = b\{!~) + tys{%l)bf{£,) denote the coefficients of the operator obtained 
when using the new variables in the left hand side of (A.l). Now, according to 
assumptions (H.2), (H.3') and property (b) above, if 0 < S < S0 = min{o; + 1, y} then 
the functions ~aih § -> Éi(9ay79Éi)> b\, § -> ^ bf and § -> (£i)2M have C 0 ' a(¿^)-
norms that are uniformly bounded by a common constant, which is independent of k 
and /A. Since, in addition, 0 ^  lAeC^1) ^ 1 in 0 ^  ^ ^ /x (see (A.2)), we have, for all 
Se]0,S0[, 
(£) ^ JE^ , , á 0 — a ii 7-7- ii (?) lA^II^^^40-4!^^ . 
«0 ^ f „ á o - á | | „ n « ) 
(A. 12) 
^«II^^V 0"!" _v u > 
\C3u\\^S(¿.k^ < ^||M | |ci, í (Q\Qít), I I A v I l ^ ^ ) < tf^-lvll^), (A. 13) 
where the constant K is independent of s, &, \i and u, and the superscript (£) indicates 
that the new coordinates are used in the definition of the norm. The first two estimates 
follow straightforwardly when taking into account that (S0 = min{y, a + 1} ^ a + 1 and) 
if 0 < S < So and 0 < yx < y2 < i¿ ^l, 
t h e n O < ^ + 1 -yf+1 < (a + l)ixa+l~s\y2 - yif • (A. 14) 
The third estímate is a consequence of the facts that the hypersurface £J = ¡x is in Q. \ Í2M, 
and that, according to property (b) above, the Hólder norms in the variables x and £ are 
equivalent, uniformly on k and ¡x. The last estímate is obtained when taking into account 
(A. 14) and the inequality 
KÉi,É22 , . . . ,a-v(Éi>É2 i>-">£„1) 
l - H l f - 2 f - l l 2 , , lf-2 f - l | 2 l á / 2 | | „ | | « ) <i2§ii i- i[i§i-§2 ir+-+i§,2-§ J , ir] u c'(4M) 
which holds whenever (£1; ^ , . . . , %*) and (£1, £f, . . . , ^ ) are in Ü>\ and in turn is 
obtained when taking into account that its left hand side is bounded above by both 
^NtV) and [fe2-^1|2 + --- + l^-^1 |2]1/2ll-ll^ ), 
as readily seen when applying the mean valué theorem and taking into account that v = 0 
J2¡x at £
J
 = 0. Now, if we re-scale £ as £ = firj, then in the new variables the domains co\ 
and cük are fixed, and the C0á-norms of a¡; are bounded above by a common constant, 
which is independent of k and ¡x. If we now apply a local Schauder estímate to (A. 7)-
(A.8) in these new variables, and rewrite this estímate in terms of £, we obtain 
m&^Kdw + Ctu + c ^ ^ 
+ lx-sK2\\£3u\\% +fl-(2+8)KÚU^) ( A 1 5 ) 
where the constants K\, K2 and ^3 are independent of s, k, ¡x and v, and we have taken 
into account that C\U + C2u + C4v vanishes at £J = ¡x. And, when using (A. 12)-(A. 13) 
and the fact that (according to property (b) above) the Hólder-norms in the variable £ 
and x are equivalent, uniformly in k and ¡x, we have 
ll^llc^a*) < K4[i^-s(\\U\\c2,S(ú^ + \\v\\cl(úkJ 
+ l¿~S IW II CL«(£2\^ ) + ^~l~& II" II C(¿2 )^]> (A-16) 
for some constant K4 that is independent of s, k, ¡x and v. Here we have taken into 
account that U is independent of the curvilinear coordinate system used in £l\ (U is the 
integral of u along the normáis to 3Í2, see (A.6)), and that 
IMIcM(¿2^)^ H^llc^cñ^) for;' = land2, and 
l l^ l lc»^) < /¿INIc°(a^)- ( A - 1 7 ) 
Now we choose ¡x such that K4/xs°~sm0 < 1/2, where m0 is as defined in property (a) 
above. Then, if k\ is that valué of k for which the left hand side of (A. 16) is greatest, we 
have 
l l ^ l l c , , ^ . ^ (1 /2 )11^11^^ ,+ ^4[II«IICI(ÓÍ.) 
+ ^"a||"llci.«(a\aít) + ^" (1+a)ll"llco (^i i )], (A.18) 
where we have used the inequality ||t/|L2a,-r>*i ^ mo\\U\\r28rñki\> which follows from 
' ^ 2f¿> ' ( I1 > 
property (a) above. Thus we only need to use (A.17)-(A.18) and the definition of ¿1 to 
obtain (A.3) and complete the step. 
Step 2. For each S e ]0, <S0[ there is a constant K, independent of v and s, such that 
the solution of(A.\) satisfies 
ll"llci.«(a)<^[llv|lci(a) + ll"llco(a)]- (A. 19) 
The estímate (A. 19) readily follows by first selecting ¡x as in step 2, and then using (A.3) 
and the new estímate 
Il"llc2.«(a\a^)<^-5[l|u|lc<'.«(ai) + ll"llc<'(ai)]. 
where Í21 = {x e £1: d{x) > /x/2} and K¡ is independent OÍD and s. This latter estímate 
is just a standard interior Schauder estímate on (A.l) (whose coefficients have Cl(Ú1)-
norms that are uniformly bounded in 0 < s < pi). 
Step 3. Ifv e C¡(Ü) then (2.7) has a solution u e C2(Q.) n ChS(Ü)for all S e ]0, S0[, 
and (2.8) holds with K independent ofv. 
For each m = 1, 2 , . . . , let um be the solution of (A.l) for s = p\/m. Let us first 
see that ||wm|lc°(a) is bounded. To this end, we assume for contradiction that there 
is a sub-sequence, also called {um}, such that ||wm|lc°(¿2) ~> °° a s m ~> °°- Then 
Um =um/\\um ||C0(¿2) is such that, for all m, 
-^2aijd2Um/dxidxj + (pSm(x)J2bidUm/dxi = cpSm(x)M(x)v/\\um \\co{a) mQ, 
Um = 0 o n 9 ^ , and ||t7m||c0(ñ) = 1, (A.20) 
where sm -> 0 as m -> oo. But the estímate (A. 19) applied to (A.20) implies that 
II Um Ilcis(¿2) is bounded if S e ]0, Sol and, since the imbedding of C1,s into C1 is compact, 
there is a subsequence, still called {um}, which converges in Cl(Ú) to some U. Now, 
U ^ 0 at some x e Í2 because ||t/|lc°(¿2) = 1- Also U e C2(£l) and satisfies 
CU = 0 infl, í/ = 0 o n 9 ^ , (A.21) 
as readily obtained when applying interior Schauder estimates to (A.20). But, according 
to standard máximum principies, (A.21) cannot have nontrivial solutions. Then a 
contradiction is obtained and the result follows. 
Now, since ||wm|lc°(¿2) is bounded, the estímate (A.19) readily implies that ||Mmllcls(¿2) 
is also bounded for each S e]0,<S0[. And, since the imbedding of C l á into C l á is 
compact whenever 0 < S < 8' < S0 (^ 1), for each S e]0, Sol there is a subsequence, 
also called {um}, which converges in C1,á(S3) to some u (e C1,á(^)). Also u e C2(£l) 
and satisfies (2.7) (thus the existence part of the statement follows) as readily seen when 
noticing that um satisfies (A. 1) for s = sm, with sm -* 0 as m -> oo, and applying interior 
Schauder estimates to this latter equation. And when applying the estímate (A. 19) to this 
latter equation, we obtain 
IMIci.«(a) < ^[llvllci(Q) + ll"llco(a)] (A.22) 
where K is independent of v. 
Finally, u and v satisfy (2.8), which follows firom (A.22) and the estímate 
IMIcO(a)<*Nlci(a), (A.23) 
with K independent of v. And this latter estímate is readily obtained from (A.22) by 
a standard contradiction argument, alike to the one already used above (if (A.23) does 
nothold, then there is a sequence {vm} c C¿(¿2) such that Hfmllc1^) = 1 f° r a^ m> a nd 
the corresponding solutions of (2.7) are such that ||wm|lc°(¿2) ^ oo as m ^ oo; butthen 
Um =um/\\um\\C0(Q) possesses a subsequence that converges mC2(Q.)P\Cl(Ú) toa non-
trivial solution of (A.21), which cannot exist). This completes the step, and the proof of 
Proposition 2.2. 
Appendix B. A strong máximum principie for second order equations with locally 
bounded coefficients 
Here we derive a strong máximum principie for some elliptic and parabolic 
inequalities with locally bounded coefficients, such as those appearing in this paper. The 
elliptic case was already considered in [39,30], under essentially the same assumptions 
made below, but we have been unable to find a proof for the parabolic case in the 
literature. For the sake of brevity we first consider the parabolic case, which contains 
the elliptic one as a particular case. Of course, the elliptic case could have been directly 
treated in a similar way. 
THEOREM B.l.-Let U e C ' f Ü x [í0, íi]) be such thatu(-,t) e C2(Q) n CM;(¿2) for 
all t e [to, ti] and 
N(x)du/dt + £u + M(x)u^O in Q.x]t0, h[, (B.l) 
where 0 < S < 1, Q., C, M and N satisfy assumptions (H.1)-(H.2), (H.3') and (HA), and 
M ^ 0 in Q.. Let us assume also that u ^ 0 in Q.x]to, t\[, and that w(x0, íi) = 0. Then 
the following properties hold: 
(i) Ifxo e Q. then u = 0 in Ú x [to, ti]. 
(ii) Ifxo e dQ. and u < 0 in Q.x]to, ti[ then du/dv > 0 at (x0, íi) . 
Proof. - Since the coefficients of the linear operator in the left hand side of (B. 1) are 
locally bounded in Q. and N > 0 in Í2, property (i) readily follows when applying the 
standard strong máximum principie [38]. 
In order to prove property (ii) assume for contradiction that 
w < 0 in Í2 x]ío,íi[ and u = du/dv = 0 at(x0,íi). (B.2) 
Since, in addition, u(-, ti) e Cl's(Ú there is a constant k2 > 0 such that 
\u(x, t{)\ = \u(x, ti) — U(XQ, t{)\ ^ k2\x — x0\1+s fora l lxe í2 . (B.3) 
On the other hand, Í2 satisfies the interior sphere condition (because of assumption 
(H. 1)), i.e., there is a hypersphere H, with center at yo e £1 and radius pi > 0 such that 
H c Í2 U dQ. and H n dQ. = {x0}. Let us consider the function 
v(x, t) = [t-h + pi -p(x)]1+S/2, with p(x) = \x- y0|, (B.4) 
which (when proceeding as in the proof ofLemma 2.1) is seen to satisfy 
Ndv/dt + Cv + Mv < 0 in 
A = {(x, t) e Qx ]t0, h]\ p(x) > p2, p\ - p(x) > tx - t ^ 0}, (B.5) 
provided that p2 is appropriately cióse to p\. In that case the function ws = u + sv is 
such that (see (B.l)) N(x)dws/dt + Cws + M(x)ws < 0 in A, whenever s > 0; thus the 
standard máximum principie [38] implies that the máximum of ws in A can be attained 
neither at an interior point of A ñor att = ti. Thus this máximum must be attained either 
at pi — p(x) = ti — t or at p(x) = p2; but (a) ws = u + sv = u ^ 0 if pi — p(x) = ti — t ^ 
0 and s > 0, and (b) we = u + sv < 0 if p(x) = p2, Pi — p2 ^ h — t ^ 0 and s > 0 is 
appropriately small (see (B.2) and (B.4)). Thus for that valué of s, w ^ 0 (i.e., u ^ — sv) 
in A. This property holds, in particular, on the rectilinear segment S of Í2 x {ti} joining 
(yo, ti) and (x0, h), where pi — p(x) = d(x). Then we have 
u(x, ti) ^ — sd(x)1+s/2 inxeSr\Ac£l (i.e., if<i(x) > 0 is sufficiently small). 
Since s > O and S > O, this inequality is in contradiction with (B.3), and the proof is 
complete. D 
The elliptic case is reduced to the parabolic one as usual, just by noticing that if a 
function u = u(x) satisfies the elliptic inequality (B.6) below then it also satisfies (B.l), 
and if that function attains a máximum at x0 e Ú, then it also attains the máximum at 
(x0, t) e Ú x R for all t. Thus the following result follows. 
T H E O R E M B.2. -Let u e C2(Q) n CUS(Ü) be such that 
Cu + M{x)u ^ 0 a.e. in Q., (B.6) 
where S, Q., CandMare as in Theorem B.l. Letus assume thatu ^OinÚ andu(x0) = 0 
for sorne x0 e Ú. Then the following properties hold: 
(i) Ifxo e Q. then u = 0 in Ú. 
(ii) Ifxo e dQ. and u < 0 in Q. then du/dv > 0 at x0. 
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